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Dear Mr. Golden:
As Chairman, President and CEO of The Provident Bank, an institution with
over $6.7 billion in Assets and 171 years as a community bank based in
Jersey City, New Jersey, I am writing to express my opinions on specific
provisions of the exposure draft "Accounting for Financial Instruments and
Revisions to the Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities."
I am strongly opposed to the portion of the proposal that requires all
financial instruments - including loans - to be reported at fair value
(market value) on the balance sheet.
Our bank does not sell our commercial loans. Basing our balance sheet on
fair values leads readers of our financial statements to assume that we
will sell the loans, which is not the case.
If there are issues with a borrower's ability to repay a loan, we work
through the collection process with the borrower rather than sell the loan.
Even if we could easily obtain a market price, since the loan is just one
part of the financial relationship that we have with the customer
(multiple loans, investment and trust services, etc.), there is no
financial incentive to sell.
Marking all loans to market would cause our bank's capital to sway with
fluctuations in the markets - even if the entire loan portfolio is
performing. Instead of providing better information about our bank's
health or its ability to pay dividends, the proposal would mask it.
The costs and resources that we will need to comply with this new
requirement would be significant. This will require us to pay consultants
and auditors to estimate market value.
Our investors have expressed no interest in receiving this information.
We believe our investors would not view these costs, which must come out
of bank earnings, as being either reasonable or worthwhile.
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For the reasons stated above, our bank respectfully requests that the fair
value section of the exposure draft be dropped.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely,

Provident Financial Services, Inc.
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